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Space – WHY?

“This digital platform in the sky is 
really going to disrupt virtually 
every industry. What we are now 
seeing is a wave of interest from 
companies and corporates that 
traditionally would have no interest 
in space.”  (Mark Boggett, MD 
venture capital firm Seraphim 
Capital 8/22.)
Do you agree?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/space-building-a-digital-infrastructure-above-the-sky?stcr=0C32F97E2A554A0BBE68761B914BF3AF&cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hlkid=417e216ca9794b78a79bb4f689243e8b&hctky=11151034&hdpid=0d2c80b3-161c-4501-98a8-5f655dcd8c1b



• Look at the development of the 
Internet and the WWW… 

Disruptive Tech
• In 2000 could we predict Airbnb? 

an Idea in 2007
• Or Uber in 2008?
• Influencers

• World changing… Cloud, 
Blockchain.. 3Dprinters, code 
driving your car

Platforms

How will the internet impact me?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Invented 1989 1994  Telecommunications companies started to provide internet access.Access to the world wide web started to become available in people's homes. The number of web servers increased to 623.In 1994 the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) was founded by Sir Tim Berners-Lee. The W3C is the organisation that makes sure that the world wide web continues to develop.UBER December 2008On a cold winter evening in Paris, Travis Kalanick and Garrett Camp couldn't get a taxi. That's when the idea for Uber was born.  St ride in 2010AIRBNB 2007 The original site offers short-term living quarters, breakfast and a unique business networking opportunity for attendees who were unable to book a hotel in the saturated market.



We know about GPS  

• Example: What3Words

Collaboration between an 
Event Organiser, 
Mathematician, Linguist

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Global Positioning System (GPS), originally Navstar GPS, is a satellite-based radionavigation system owned by the United States government and operated by the United States Space Force. It is one of the global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) that provides geolocation and time information to a GPS receiver anywhereMoved from Military to civilian in early 2000’swhat3words was launched in July 2013.[3][4] Sheldrick and Ganesalingam conceived the idea when Sheldrick, working as an event organizer, struggled to get bands and equipment to music venues using inadequate address information.[5] Sheldrick tried using GPS coordinates to locate the venues, but decided that words were better than numbers after a one-digit error led him to the wrong location. He credits a mathematician friend for the idea of dividing the world into three-metre squares, and the linguist Jack Waley-Cohen with using memorable wordsIn February 2020, in Scotland, the system was first used by stranded walkers.[22] As of September 2021, more than 85 per cent of British emergency services teams use what3words, including the Metropolitan Police and London Fire Brigade.[23][24]In Feb 2020, it was first used in a rescue operation in Australia.[25] What3Words was subsequently built into the Australian Government’s Triple Zero Emergency Plus App.[26]In February 2020, in Singapore, the system was used to help rescue 2 lost 14 year old boys.[27]The Los Angeles Fire Department adopted the app in July 2021.[28]Austin City Emergency Services adopted the app in March 2022.[29]Emergency Services across Canada are also using the app.[30]The company has also partnered with logistics companies, taxi services, automotive manufacturers, post offices and global couriers for using its service.[31]



What else?...

Peter Platzer CEO of Spire Global…
“95% trade happens on the ocean”

We need to learn the language -
‘transportation ‘, cars, ships, planes
‘Satellites’ e.g.:

• Talking satellites
• Looking satellites 
• Listening satellites (Spire)

Image: Sa.catapult.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/aerospace-and-defense/our-insights/building-a-better-planet-with-satellite-dataEven though they all have passengers, engines, and steering wheels, they are very different. Talking satellites provide bandwidth and connectivity for telecommunications. Looking satellites, which are probably the most well known and largest part of Earth observation, rely on capturing reflections from the sun on the surface of the Earth. They provide a lot of visual information and great insights about land usage and river outflows, for example, but they only work during the day and when it’s not very cloudy. Spire focuses on listening satellites, which use a broad spectrum of radio frequencies to observe what is happening on Earth. The advantage is that you can use these satellites day and night, 24/7, in any weather conditions, across the entire planet.Data can be analysed for weather events, and even predict a plague of locusts 



The Platform is coming 
together

• Price per kilo reducing
• Satellites smaller cheaper

• Governments NIS

• Pole to pole 
• Low orbit. 
• Propulsion capability improving

• Virgin “Breaking Barriers. Giving access to 
Space”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’re all familiar with SpaceX and how they’ve driven the cost of launch down to less than a $1,000 per kilo today. And behind SpaceX, there are 150 other rocket-launch companies that are all using reusability and 3-D–printed components.VIRGIN – The drive to Enhance Life on Earth



• From Climate, Connectivity, Mobility

• Compliance:
• Find forest clearance
• Find people spoiling water with effluent

• Half the world is 5G. The other half of the world is 
0G. 

Image: Sa.catapult.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Connectivity – cell towers in space communicate with any mobile.1 Half the world today is 5G. The other half of the world is 0G. At a point when anybody can use a low-cost smartphone to get online, it’s going to drive health, it’s going to drive education, it’s going to improve standards of living around the world. So that’s one example of big impact on Earth from deploying technology in space.2. This company has developed the world’s largest constellation of radar satellites. A radar satellite enables you to see the ground in 50-centimeter resolution in all conditions—regardless of whether it’s day or night, what the weather is, or what the cloud cover is. By building a large constellation, they’re able to revisit the same square meter of Earth every three hours. At 50-centimeter resolution, they’re able to determine change detection for that square meter of Earth. So they are building up a database of what happened around the world an hour ago, a day ago, a week ago, a month ago, a year ago, and you can use that data to infer what might happen looking forward. This data set is applicable to every single vertical you can think of—in particular, defense, climate, and many applications around the insurance market.Food security



• Insurance… evaluate an asset, monitor an 
asset whilst insured and evaluating any 
claims.

• Agriculture: Sainsburys sustainability drive 
• Pharma… drugs experiments in zero gravity
• Car companies enhancing capabilities
• Geology / Mining: Find Lithium in Cornwall
• Funding – KTPs, Sustainable financing 
• Keep the data in space? Save energy on earth
• Tourism – e.g. space station 
• Traffic Management: Track boats and planes 

Mark Boggett, MD Seraphim Capital.
sa.catapult.org

Current Thinking & Action

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What’s required for a data center? A large amount of land, a large amount of cooling, and a large amount of energy. All those things are available in abundance in space—in particular, by being able to draw upon the sun for the power. We’ve talked about how there are going to be tens and hundreds of thousands of satellites in space, all generating data in real time and connectivity. There’s no reason to bring that data back down to Earth. It’s only the insights that we want Insurance - All can be done from space. Takes cost and time from the insurer and opens opportunitySAINSBURY: consortium of 10 UK industry, innovation, and research partners.Track Planes: The more detailed information they now have about the behaviour of aeroplanes means more efficient routing can be introduced. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-47793983 This ought to reduce costs for airlines. Passengers should also experience fewer delays.Reimagining Space series, we are looking at the Sustainable Finance Sector and how satellite technology is enabling more considered and sustainable investment https://sa.catapult.org.uk/blogs/reimagining-space-introducing-sustainable-finance/ Solar energy from space?Space station hotel?



•Collaborate.  We are in a university with multiple disciplines 
•Experiment - Easier than ever to create an MVP
• Follow you passion - SDGs

• Internet in every corner of the world
• Climate
• Health

• Smart cities
• Careers supporting the emerging $trillion industry 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are very much focused on space looking down at Earth at the moment, because that’s where we believe the largest opportunity is—taking this digital infrastructure and applying all of the data and connectivity to address many of the problems that we face on Earth, creating a huge amount of opportunity and a market, which we believe is a trillion-dollar market opportunity VIRGIN – Enhance life on earthThe Need to remove dead satellites
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